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With MPC21 less than 3 months away, I can’t wait to
welcome you to our favorite get-together, to be held
online only August 17-19, 2021. Once again, MPC
sponsors and partners will foot the bill for conference
registration, providing special discount codes to make our
11th annual event free to MPC attendees, followers and
friends.

Even as we grow, our conference retains its appeal as an
exclusive event for industry insiders, a place where digital
commerce, technology and most of all, people, meet.
Even when we go virtual, we keep that special closeness
that makes MPC more than just a show.

Special thanks to our sponsors, exhibitors, early
registrants and industry experts whose ideas and 

speaking proposals have helped shape an amazing agenda. We look forward to fresh,
invigorating discussions, networking and keynote presentations.

This issue includes an exclusive interview with Peter Gordon, Head of Enterprise Money
Movement and Business Digital Officer at U.S. Bank, a diamond sponsor of MPC21
Virtual, Where Digital Commerce and Technology Meet. Peter offers insights into how
payments industry stakeholders can better serve clients.

We welcome your insights, blog posts and comments! Email me directly at
marla@mpcevent.com and let's connect on LinkedIn and Twitter.

See you online!

Marla Ellerman
Executive Director
MPC Digital Commerce
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How the Payments
Industry Can Better
Serve Its Clients
U.S. Bank, a diamond sponsor of the MPC21, is the fifth-
largest commercial bank in the United States. The
Minneapolis-based bank blends its relationship teams,
branches and ATM network with digital tools that allow
customers to bank when, where and how they prefer. U.S.
Bank is committed to serving its millions of retail,
business, wealth management, payment, commercial,
corporate, and investment customers across the country
and around the world as a trusted and responsible
financial partner. This commitment continues to earn a
spot on the Ethisphere Institute’s World’s Most Ethical
Companies list and puts U.S. Bank in the top 5% of global
companies assessed on the CDP A List for climate
change action. Visit usbank.com for more.
 
READ MORE

DIVERSITY, EQUITY AND
INCLUSION
Embracing diversity, championing equity and fostering
inclusion are business imperatives for U.S. Bank, and a
fundamental part of everything that makes us who we are:
our brand, business, talent pool, communities and more.
 
We draw strength from diversity. 

LEARN MORE
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Looking Ahead to
Summer
ESG, which stands for Environmental, Social and
Governance, became popular during the pandemic, as
industry leaders recognized the need for better
management of natural resources, energy and waste.

Throughout the crisis, business owners formally assessed
initiatives related to environmental sustainability, social
responsibilities and ethical treatment of animals. Investors
used these criteria to evaluate assets and make better
decisions based on long-term profitability.

Experts do not always agree on how to address these
issues. In the absence of standard methodologies, here
are some points to consider:

READ MORE

REGISTRATION IS OPEN! 
Registration is now open for the MPC21 Digital Commerce Event. 

Use code USBANK2021 to receive a FREE registration, compliments 
of our generous sponsors.

REGISTER NOW!

AGENDA IS LIVE!
MPC has emerged as the "can't miss" conference for business 

development, market intelligence and networking.  The largest brands 
in finance, technology and innovation participate in at MPC events.  

You should be there, too. 
VIEW AGENDA
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Why easing the
payments process could
be the key to driving an
EV future?

READ MORE BLOGS
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Arkose Labs Raises $70
Million Led by SoftBank 
Vision Fund 2 to 
Bankrupt the Business of 
Fraud

MovoCash debuts all-in-
one banking, payments 
app

Kompli-Global launches 
unique database for 
corporate fraud detection 
and prevention by 
completely rebuilding 
and risk assessing 
Companies House 
registries

READ MORE PRESS
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Dale Laszig, DSL Direct/The Green Sheet

Shilo Lusson, MyWay Projects
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